Memory and Movement is the concluding book in a three-volume project that seeks to ingather some of my feminist work. While the first volume, Transforming Vision, assembled feminist theological essays, and Changing Horizons gathered some of my exegetical and hermeneutical work, the present volume, Memory and Movement, seeks to trace and locate it in the context of a transnational border crossing movement.

Many people have been involved in producing this book and many thanks are in order. I am grateful to the editors and publishers who originally edited and published these articles. I am especially grateful to my colleagues who took time in their busy schedules to work on the interviews which are included here. They illuminate my work in a personal, academic and spiritual movement frame. As the founding co-editor of the Journal of Feminist Studies in Religion, which is celebrating its thirtieth anniversary, I am well aware of how much generosity, care, and work such editing and interviewing work takes.

Although I did my best to avoid overlaps and cut pages, it is in the nature of such a collection of essays as this one that ideas and arguments are repeated but, in a prism like fashion, reflected in a different light. While the individual essays were written for variegated audiences, their collection and order in a single volume changes their context and rhetoric. Their new location invites readers to reflect on the issues or texts in a different way.

I am very grateful for the help I have received in preparing the manuscript. I am greatly indebted to my research assistants, without whom this work could not have been completed: Ms. Kelsi Morrison-Atkins who discussed and worked with me on selecting and placing articles as well as carefully proofreading the whole manuscript in its different production stages and Ms. Young Ra Rhee for her library research. To both a heartfelt thanks. Without Kelsi’s capable support I would not have found the time and energy to start and
finish this volume. I also want to thank my faculty assistant Ms. Robin Cuthbert Lee, who not only contacted publishers for reprint permissions but also helped manage my everyday work load.

I am grateful to the staff of Fortress Press for their professional support of this project. I am especially indebted to acquiring editor Neil Elliott for his careful reading of and feedback on the manuscript. I also want to thank Susan Johnson, former managing editor at Fortress Press, for working out contractual issues, Lisa Gruenisen for coordinating all aspects of the production and manufacturing process, Maurya Horgan for the careful editing of the manuscript, Laurie Ingram for designing the cover, and Carolyn Halverson as the international and domestic coordinator of all the work.

This volume is dedicated to my partner, colleague, and best friend Dr. Francis Schüssler Fiorenza. We met as doctoral students almost 50 years ago debating Karl Rahner’s the*logy which I had questioned in my first book on “ministries of wo/men in the church” and we have continued the conversation over the years. More than anyone else Francis shares in many of the memories which are only partly alluded to in the book. By dedicating this volume to him I want to say a heartfelt “thank you” for making possible my academic and feminist work over the years in the hope that we can continue to do so for many years to come.